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PD Free
Right from the Start
Partial discharge (PD) measurement plays a 
 vital role in transformer  factory  acceptance 
testing
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GE Grid Solutions produces high-voltage conversion and  generator 

transformers at its factory in Staff ord, England.  After fi nal  assembly, 

 factory acceptance testing (FAT) is conducted to check all transformer 

functions. Among the various tests  performed, the GE Grid Solutions 

FAT team relies on PD  measurements in bushing and winding insula-

tion. This helps to identify any quality issues that can be dealt with 

 before the transformers are shipped long distances to  customers 

around the world. 
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GE Grid Solutions

GE Grid Solutions is a joint venture between General Electric 

and Alstom aimed at helping utilities and industry worldwide 

to  effectively manage electricity from the point of generation 

to the point of consumption. The company’s power technology 

solutions and project support services enable their customers to 

maximize the reliability, efficiency and resiliency of the grid and 

to maintain a consistent level of energy supply.  

 www.gegridsolutions.com

“The goal of our factory acceptance tests 

 is to make sure that the transformer oper-

ates at the standard that was quoted in 

the contract or according to the special 

requirements the customer may have,” 

says Michael Jay, Chief of Test for Power 

Transformers at the GE Grid Solutions 

 factory in Stafford. “The tests take up to 

two weeks for each transformer.”

Why is PD testing so important?

Michael Jay considers PD measurement 

to be one of the most important con-

cluding tests during the FAT procedure. 

“It is quoted in all of the international 

 standards that PD has to be below a given 

level, therefore it is a parameter we have 

to check to verify the insulation condition 

in bushings and windings,” he explains. 

“It is also a helpful diagnostic tool if we 

detect any problems, which are often an 

indication of quality issues that need to be 

investigated and addressed.” 

Michael Jay and his team always leave PD 

measurements to the end. “This is because 

they really determine whether any  damage 

has been caused by the other tests, such as 

lightning impulse or any of the AC or DC 

withstand tests,” explains  Michael Jay. “The 

PD test at the end  certainly picks it up if 

there are any concerns.”

Detecting and localizing PD

For PD measurement and analysis, the FAT 

team at GE Grid Solutions has been using 

the MPD 600 for the past seven years. 

“Depending on how many terminals are 

available on the transformer, we may use 

all six of our MPD units at once, especially 

if we have a three-phase transformer with 

measurement taps on all of the bushings,” 

says Michael Jay.
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Transformer testing bay at the GE Grid Solutions factory in Stafford.
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“The maximum level of PD is guaranteed 

for most induced overvoltage tests and 

for some applied voltage tests,” describes 

Michael Jay. “It is always reassuring 

to  measure PD during these tests – if 

 excessive levels are detected, the test can 

sometimes be stopped and the problem 

rectifi ed before signifi cant damage occurs.” 

“Primarily we do electrical PD measure-

ments at the bushings with the MPD 600,” 

explains Michael Jay. “We also have the 

UVS 610 drain valve sensor that we will 

often insert into the transformer tank to 

 simultaneously measure PD in the ultra-

high frequency range. The most useful 

aspect of this UHF sensor is to determine 

whether PD is occurring inside or outside 

of the tank.”

If PD is picked up, then the FAT team also 

adds the PDL 650 to localize the problem 

with acoustic PD measurements. “Often 

we will use the PDL 650 at the same time 

we are measuring PD with the MPD 600,” 

adds Michael Jay. “We can get the  acoustic 

measurement to be triggered by the PD 

signal if there is one. This helps us not only 

to detect but also to accurately locate the 

source at the same time.”

Recording and sharing of PD data

“I think the biggest advantage with the 

MPD 600 is that you can record a stream 

of discharge and analyze it as you are 

playing it back,” Michael Jay points out. 

“To me this is what makes the MPD 600 

stand out compared with other systems. 

If we notice a problem, we then send the 

recorded stream to our other colleagues 

who know a lot about PD and are able 

to analyze what the source is and give us 

their opinion.” 

PD Detection in Transformers

 > MPD 600

Measurement and analysis of PD impulses

 www.omicronenergy.com/mpd600

 > UHF Accessories

Extended measuring bandwidth to UHF range for 

interference suppression

 www.omicronenergy.com/uhf620

 > PDL 650

Time-based fault localization through acoustic sensors

 www.omicronenergy.com/pdl650

«It is quoted in all of the international 

 standards that PD has to be below a given 

 level, therefore it is a parameter we have to 

check to verify the insulation condition in 

bushings and  windings.»

Michael Jay

Chief of Test for Power Transformers, 

GE Grid Solutions
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